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Introduction
Communication between Me 

and the Other(s) (space, time, 
technological environment)
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Reading Chinese : Different cognitive and 
neural processes involved ?

Experimental psychology 1970
• Reading based on similar processes

• you can only read a text if you know 
the language it transcribes (Viviane 
Alleton)

• Chinese writing functions like any 
other form of writing: interaction and 
compensation processes between the 
two cerebral hemispheres

• Reading a series of Chinese characters 
or a text/ a single character (image): 
two natures of the character

2020 Neuro sciences
• Reading based on a similar network 

regardless of the target language, with 
only minor variations in the degree of 
involvement of the different nodes of 
the network

• according to the graphic complexity 
and consistency 

• According to the linguistic grain size 
that predominates in a given writing 
system



Writing system and reading ability in French and Chinese children 
Xiaoxia Feng & al. (2020) eLife 9:e54591. 2020work and its modulation by 
writing system and reading ability in French and Chineschildren Xiaoxia Feng & 
al. 2019

Are the brain mechanisms of reading acquisition similar across writing systems? And do similar
brain anomalies underlie reading difficulties in alphabetic and ideographic reading systems? In a
cross-cultural paradigm, we measured the fMRI responses to words, faces, and houses in 96
Chinese and French 10-year-old children, half of whom were struggling with reading. We observed
a reading circuit which was strikingly similar across languages and consisting of the left fusiform
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus/sulcus, precentral and middle frontal gyri. Activations in some of
these areas were modulated either by language or by reading ability, but without interaction
between those factors. In various regions previously associated with dyslexia, reading difficulty
affected activation similarly in Chinese and French readers, including the middle frontal gyrus, a
region previously described as specifically altered in Chinese. Our analyses reveal a large degree
of cross-cultural invariance in the neural correlates of reading acquisition and reading
impairment.
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The return of Unicode CJC ideograms as seen from Japan 
Nadine Lucas 2002

The standard commonly known as Unicode, which is based on the 
ISO/CEI 10646 standard, provides a unified way of handling double-
byte coded scripts, in particular ideographic scripts, which were 
scorned for a while. Unihan, which is based on ideograms, and the UTF 
conversion code enable information to be exchanged between 
countries in the Chinese-speaking world, as well as with other cultural 
areas. (...) The integration of Unicode allows access to documentary 
resources of any origin, regardless of coding, as well as their processing 
and computer storage. 
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小区超市的门前长期流连着一个永
远在遛狗的阿姨。阿姨的样貌在五
十岁上下，空闲时间看起来多到可
以每天连续遛狗八个小时以上。她
养着一只似乎患有多动症的泰迪，
身体内时刻沸腾着让它以小碎步起
舞的能量，以阿姨手里的狗绳为圆
心，每日连续舞动八个小时。自打
安珂搬进这个小区，第一次下楼
找到超市，就看到了这个阿姨和这
条狗。阿姨没什么新奇，狗也没什
么新奇，直到有一天安珂拎着一袋
子食物走出超市，听见阿姨嘶哑着
嗓子对着那条狗喊出一连串英文指
令："Sit down! Shut up! Sit down 
please， and 给我 shut up! You son 
of bitch!"

µÄ°¢ÒÌ¡£°¢ÒÌµÄÑùÃ²ÔÚÎåÊ®ËêÉÏÏÂ£¬¿Õ
ÏÐÊ±¼ä¿'Æð À'¶àµ½¿ÉÒÔÃ¿ÌìÁ¬ÐøåÞ¹-
°Ë¸öÐ¡Ê±ÒÔÉÏ¡£ËýÑø×ÅÒ "Ö 
"ËÆºõ"¼ÓÐ¶à¶¯Ö¢µÄ 
Ì©µÏ£¬ÉíÌåÄÚÊ±¿Ì-
ÐÌÚ×ÅÈÃËüÒÔÐ¡Ëé²½ÆðÎèµÄÜÁ£¬ÒÔ°
¢ÒÌÊÖÀïµÄ¹-Éþ 
ÎªÔ²ÐÄ£¬Ã¿ÈÕÁ¬ÐøÎè¶¯°Ë¸öÐ¡Ê±¡£×Ô'ò
°²çæ°á½øÕâ¸öÐ¡Çø£¬µÚÒ"'ÎÏÂÂ¥ 
ÕÒµ½³¬ÊÐ£¬¾Í¿'µ½ÁËÕâ¸ö°¢ÒÌºÍÕâÌõ¹-
¡£°¢ÒÌÃ "Ê²Ã'ÐÂÆæ£¬¹-Ò²Ã "Ê²Ã' 
ÐÂÆæ£¬Ö±µ½ÓÐÒ 
"Ìì°²çæÁà×ÅÒ"'ü×ÓÊ³Îï×ß³ö³¬ÊÐ£¬Ìý¼û°
¢ÒÌË "ÑÆ×ÅÉ¤×Ó ¶Ô×ÅÄÇÌõ¹-º°³öÒ 
"Á¬'®Ó¢ÎÄÖ¸Áî£º¡°Sit down! Shut up! Sit 
down please£¬ and ¸øÎÒ shut up! You 
son of bitch!

computer construction of Chinese characters (ANSI/)
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I. Exploration
The diversity of types of 

communication 
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Conceptual communication 
between two cultures

Concept. Notion. Conceptualization.
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Socrates and Confucius: an encounter
Wu Weishan    吴为山
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Socrates and Confucius: an encounter

The Socratic method= 
a technique of philosophical discussion 
• The questioner questions one or more 

students , building on each answer with 
another question

• Asking a series of Q to clarify key words and 
ideas (virtue, good & evil, truth)

• It forces students to think through issues 
critically, rationally and deductively

• Method of discussion ‘maïeutics’=art of 
inducing his interlocutors to develop their 
own ideas

• Selfconsciousness, consciousness of 
ignorance

The Analects of Confucius=how to 
become a human being
• Teaching for everyone, without distinction

• Snatches of casual conversation

• “Know how” (developing a skill) rather than 
“know what” (acquisition of intellectual 
content)

• Learning to become a human being (君子) 
through the relation with others (仁), guided 
by one’s sincerity (忠) and benevolence (恕)

• Responds to his disciples in stages

• Responds depending on the person he is 
talking to

• Responsibility to engage in the process of 
harmonising human society
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Ideas that are difficult 
to convey 

The importance of statuary

Nudity in art
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Idea #1 The statue as a 
materialisation of 

power 

From temples to public places 

From public to private

Michael Bird, 100 Ideas That Changed Art, London, Laurence King Publishing, 2012
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Artistic, religious, political idea: the statue

• A statue (stare, to stand): telling a story, displaying movement, 
expressing emotion

• Exhibited in the public space=religious or sociopolitical role

• Materialisation of power= religious power (offering, ex-voto), political 
power

• Shapes, attitudes, techniques transmitted from Greece

• Do statues have some magical power?

• An allegory, an icon

14



1504 place de la Signoria, Florence

15

- A character from the Bible

- An allegory of the Republic of 
Florence

- A symbol of the Renaissance

- An advertising logo



Winged Victory of Samothrace
220-185 BC

• Xiong, Bingming熊秉明 (1922-2002), 
Zhongguo shufa lilun tixi中國書法理論體
系, Xianggang : Shangwu yinshuguan
Xianggang fenguan, 1984
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Shigu石鼓 (The stone drums)

• Ten stones in the shape of drums (hence the name).

• Two chi 尺 high, one chi 尺 in diameter.

• Thick base, narrow rounded top

• Bear inscriptions relating to a court hunt (hence its other name: 
liejie "猎碣" (Hunting Tablet))。

• Dating difficult: Duke Mu of the Qin (秦穆公)? Late Spring and 
Autumn (770- 476) or early Warring Kingdoms (475- 221)

• Of around five hundred characters, only three hundred and 
twenty-one are legible today.

• Form: poem in four characters

• Shiguwen writing style: intermediate style between the Big Seal 
(8th century BC) and the Small Seal (221 BC).
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an album of stampings known as "後勁本" 
from the Song period Wu Changshuo 吴昌硕 (1844-1927) 
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Visual communication 
between two cultures
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Idea #2 The nude is 
beautiful

The nude is not a naked body 
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The male nude

• Practice of live model drawing

• An essential source of inspiration

• A touchstone of an artist's talent

• Embodies the ideals of beauty and truth

• Reference to the nudes of ancient Greece

• Sculpt the interaction of skin, muscle and bone

• Representation of the gods (of God) in human form

• Intellectual and moral life is conceived in physical terms

21



The 
doryphoros by 

Polycletus, 
440 BC



Bruce Nauman Walking in an Exaggerated 
Manner
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The female nude

• Cult of Aphrodite

• Art collection: the statue from public space to private homes (Rome)

• Christianity (5th- 15th century)=No nude=sinful, shameful

• XVIe s= female nudes in painting

• Mythological context (Giorgione, Sleeping Venus; Titian, The Venus from Urbino) 

• Humanist reflection on the human body (truth to be reached through the 
contemplation of beauty)
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Aphrodite, 
called Venus de 
Milo Hellenistic 
Art (3rd-1st 
centuries BC)
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« Jeunes filles au bord de 
la mer » 1879
 Pierre Puvis de Chavannes 
(1824-1898)

Hiératique: hieraticus, du 
grec hieratikos, propre 
aux usages sacrés
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Ideas #1&2 in a 
crosscultural 
perspective
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Gu Kaizhi (344-406) "Admonitions aux dames du Palais" 
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Shaanxi 
Province, 

Yungang, Cave 
26 North Wei 
Dynasty (386-
534) Pinkish 

grey limestone 
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Lady of the 
court,Tang dynasty 
(618-907)
Mingqi 明器, funeral substitutes
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Immortal in ink by Liang Kai 
(late XII- early XIII)
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Idea 2bis From the 
beauty of the body to 
the beauty of the line

Sensuality

Poetic abstraction (line, colour)
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Matisse, Tall 
nude lying 
also called 
Pink nude, 
1935
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Lin Fengmian林风眠 (1900-1991), Lady
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Bridging the gap
Internship (Mieke Bal, College of France, 2022)
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The Salle des 
États in 1931
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摹文艺复兴以还名画

拙己约同在此研究艺术之同志十余
人，每日下午赴鲁佛尔宫分别摹文艺
复兴以还名画。拙目下所摹者，为法
国十八世纪大师浪漫主义巨头德拉
克洛瓦（Delacroix)之代表作《但丁与
维齐尔》，长二丈，画幅至巨，取
材于但丁《神曲》，表现人生之苦闷
与肉体之壮美，极其致者也!

Every afternoon I go to the Louvre with a 
group of ten or so of my fellow painters 
who study art to make copies of famous 
paintings from the Renaissance onwards. 
The painting I am copying is a masterpiece 
by Delacroix, one of the great French 
Romantics of the eighteenth century, 
Dante and Virgil, which is two feet long 
and the largest of its kind. The painting is 
based on Dante's Divine Comedy and is a 
masterful expression of the misery of life 
and the beauty of the body.
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Delacroix, Dante et 
Virgile aux enfers (La 
Barque de Dante)

盧浮宮

德拉克洛瓦
《但丁之舟》
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Cézanne, La Maison 
du pendu, Auvers-
sur-Oise (1873)

塞尚《缢死者
之屋》(1929)
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REMBRANDT 
Bethsabée au bain tenant la lettre de David 
1654                                            
盧浮宮 伦勃朗《临伦勃朗裴西芭的出浴》1929
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Does adaptation always make 
sense?
Adaptation and playfullness
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爱
恋
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Cultural communication 
between two languages

Defining the translation 
spectrum
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FIT Research 
TF Alan 
Melby 46



Terminological 
communication between 

two cultures

General and specialised languages
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Michel Serres, 2008
(1)

• « Mais il y a aussi la partie 
immergée de la langue, sa partie 
basse... Une langue est riche 
lorsqu’elle intègre des corpus 
particuliers. »

• "But there is also the immersed 
part of the language, its lower 
part... A language is rich when it 
integrates particular corpora. »



Michel Serres, 2008
 (2)

• « Une langue est puissante 
lorsqu’elle multiplie la partie 
basse de cet iceberg... Et au 
contraire, elle se fragilise dès lors 
qu’elle n’a plus que ces mots 
« hauts » et qu’elle se prive de 
mots techniques, scientifiques, 
rares et choisis. »

• "A language is powerful when it 
multiplies the bottom part of this 
iceberg ... And on the contrary, it 
becomes fragile when it has only 
these " high " words and it 
deprives itself of technical, 
scientists, rare and chosen 
words. »



Michel Serres, 2008
 (3)

• « Et qu’est-ce qu’un écrivain si ce 
n’est celui qui a pour métier 
essentiel de faire passer des 
mots de la partie basse à la 
partie haute, de « draguer » des 
mots rares pour les proposer à la 
partie usuelle. » 

• "And what is a writer if not one 
whose main job is to pass words 
from the lower part to the upper 
part, to "dredge" rare words and 
propose them to the usual part. " 



Does machine translation 
benefit intercultural 
communication?
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工书法、篆刻，精研花
卉。

La calligraphie, la sculpture 
de phoques, le rodage des 
fleurs. (Y)

Calligraphie artisanale, 
découpe de phoques, étude 
intensive des fleurs (G)

篆=seal=sceau; phoque
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Rare out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words

他们渴望在自己的色形线的

经营中亲密接触道家学说中

的那 "道可道非常道 "之 "道。

They are eager to come into 

contact with the 'Tao' of the 

Taoist teaching that "the Tao can 

be the Tao, but not the Tao". 

("The Dao that can be said is not 

the constant Dao", Daodejing, 1 )
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Microsoft Translator and classical Chinese (1)

意思是:橘子生长在淮河以南就是橘子，

生长在淮河以北就变成枳了。出自

《晏子使楚》"晏子避席对曰：婴闻

之，橘生淮南则为橘，生于淮北则为

枳，叶徒相似，其实味不同。所以然

者何？水土异也。今民生长于齐不盗，

入楚则盗，得无楚之水土使民善盗耶？

"

Oranges grow in the south of the 
Huaihe River is oranges, growth in the 
north of the Huaihe River becomes a 
dragonfly. From the "Tweezers make 
Chu" "Zizi avoids the carpet to the 
dragonfly: baby smell, orange born 
Huainan is orange, born in Huaibei is a 
dragonfly, leaf is similar, in fact, taste 
different. And then? Water and soil are 
also different. The livelihood of people 
today is longer than Qi do not fly, in Chu 
is flying, no chu water and land so that 
people good flight yes?" (
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II. Didactic scope 
Intercultural communication in 

the classroom
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Terminology co-labs: places 
for intercultural 
communication 
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Collaborative translation as a 
forum for intercultural 
communication 
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Chen Si'an 陈思安, "Juqi 聚栖 (Living together) 
in Huoshi 活食 (Eaten alive)

Source text in Chinese

• 10 pages

• 10,226 "words" including 
sinograms (10,170) and words 
(56)

• 10 340 characters excluding 
spaces

• 10,696 characters including 
spaces

• 288 lines

Target text in French

• 15 pages

• 7,953 words

• 39 609 characters excluding 
spaces

• 47 573 characters including 
spaces

• 712 lines
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Répartition des 
taches par 
groupe de 6, 4, 
3, 4
Chinois/Français 

Traduction syn/insyn
Révision syn/insyn
Sauvegarde
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Project creation and shared management

• A collaborative platform 

• A communication channel 

• A discussion (deverbalisation/reverbalisation) that clarifies and 
reformulates 
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Editer/Lire
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Concordance/ Glossaire/ 
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Lecture bilingue en ligne
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Intercultural communication is established through the fields 
of : 

- individual culture (13 translators)

- generational culture (junior/senior translators)

- postural culture (translators, an author)

- national culture (French, Chinese)

- the culture of French readers
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In conclusion
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Zhang Dainian: "All opposing beings can unite into one and every entity necessarily 
includes its opposite. Two opposing beings repel each other by attracting each other, 
confront each other by seeking each other out. Hence change. 

"The first is the interdependence between two opposing beings: if there 
is one, there is the other, i.e. each exists because it depends on the other; 
the second is mutual inclusion, where the two beings are contained in 
each other, i.e. each being is preserved in the other; the third is their 
permutation, where each being can become the other, i.e. can come into 
being as a result of the mutual transformation ; the fourth is the 
completeness of the two beings, where all opposition is eliminated, i.e. 
where the difference between the two poles is annihilated; the fifth is the 
unity of the two beings, where they are unified by a larger unity, and 
become one. "  
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